Compressive sensing shows promise for sensors that collect fewer samples than required by traditional ShannonNyquist sampling theory. Recent sensor designs for hyperspectral imaging encode light using spectral modulators such as spatial light modulators, liquid crystal phase retarders, and Fabry-Perot resonators. The hyperspectral imager consists of a filter array followed by a detector array. It encodes spectra with less measurements than the number of bands in the signal, making reconstruction an underdetermined problem. We propose a reconstruction algorithm for hyperspectral images encoded through spectral modulators. Our approach constrains pixels to be similar to their neighbors in space and wavelength, as natural images tend to vary smoothly, and it increases robustness to noise. It combines L 1 minimization in the wavelet domain to enforce sparsity and total variation in the image domain for smoothness. The alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) simplifies the optimization procedure. Our algorithm constrains encoded, compressed hyperspectral images to be smooth in their reconstruction, and we present simulation results to illustrate our technique. This work improves the reconstruction of hyperspectral images from encoded, multiplexed, and sparse measurements.
INTRODUCTION
Hyperspectral imaging provides a key capability for diverse applications, including remote sensing and biomedical imaging.
1, 2 Sensors can measure spectral signals directly or indirectly. Direct methods include gratings that disperse light and filters that select wavelength bands. Indirect techniques, such as infrared Fourier Transform and Hadamard spectroscopy, 3 multiplex or encode bands and can improve signal-to-noise ratio at the cost of a less intuitive sensor design and more intricate post-processing.
Compressive sensing shows promise for sensors that collect fewer samples than required by traditional Shannon-Nyquist sampling theory. 4 Recent sensor designs modulate light with spatial light modulators, liquid crystal phase retarders, and Fabry-Perot resonators. 5, 6 These sensors encode spectra with less measurements than the number of bands in the signal, making reconstruction an underdetermined problem. 7, 8 A single measurement consists of an inner product of the transmission profile of the spectral modulator (e.g., a Fabry-Perot resonator) with the spectral signal. The modulator filters incoming light according to the transmission. Reconstruction algorithms like basis pursuit 9 assume that the unknown signal is sparse relative to a basis such as the wavelet transform.
We propose a reconstruction algorithm for hyperspectral images encoded through spectral modulators. Our approach constrains pixels to be similar to their neighbors in space and wavelength, as natural images tend to vary smoothly. 10 It combines L 1 minimization in the wavelet domain to enforce sparsity, as inspired by compressive sensing, and total variation in the image domain for smoothness. Our algorithm constrains encoded, compressed hyperspectral images to be smooth in their reconstruction.
THEORY

Notation
We represent the hyperspectral image x as a tensor of size X × Y × B, where X and Y are the number of pixels in the x and y directions respectively, and B is the number of spectral bands. x i,j denotes pixel (i, j) of the hyperspectral image, and it is a vector of length B. Taking the wavelet transform of each pixel results inx of size X × Y × C, where C is the number of wavelet coefficients per pixel.x i,j denotes the wavelet coefficients at pixel (i, j), and it is a vector of length C. The matrix W transforms the wavelet coefficients back to the spectral signal:
x i,j = Wx i,j . Table 1 summarizes the notation used in this paper. 
Measurements from pixel (i, j) of y M × 1 Figure 1 : Concept of a hyperspectral imager using a filter array and detector array. In this paper, the filter array consists of Fabry-Perot resonators, and the detector array can be a focal plane array. The Fabry-Perot resonators modulate the spectrum of each pixel. A single measurement results from the inner product of the filter transmission and the light spectrum. The resonators filter incoming light according to the transmission. Our filters vary with time because the Fabry-Perot resonators modulate their mirror spacing to produce different transmissions and measurements. Alternatively, the filters can vary in space; a cluster or "superpixel" of filters can provide measurements of one area, enabling snapshot hyperspectral imaging. spectroscopy and Hadamard coding spectroscopy, 3 multiplex or encode spectral bands, and they can improve signal-to-noise ratio at the cost of a less intuitive sensor design and more intricate post-processing. Compressive sensing shows promise for sensors that collect fewer samples than required by traditional Shannon-Nyquist sampling theory. 11, 12 Recent sensor designs modulate light with spatial light modulators, liquid crystal phase retarders, and Fabry-Perot resonators. These sensors encode spectra with less measurements than the number of bands in the signal, making reconstruction an underdetermined problem.
Measurement model
Mathematically, spectral moduators compute an inner product between their transmission and a spectral signature, resulting in a single measurement. Changing the transmission profile creates a different measurement. The modulator filters incoming light according to the transmission. The analysis in this work applies to spectral modulators in general. We model the transmission of a spectral modulator through a transmission matrix T , and different transmission profiles will change the T matrix, as described in this section. Figure 1 illustrates the concept of a hyperspectral imager using a filter array and detector array. In this paper, the hyperspectral imager consists of Fabry-Perot resonators on top of a focal plane array or detector array. A Fabry-Perot resonator modulates each pixel of the focal plane array. 5 We simulate a measurement on one pixel by computing an inner product between the resonator transmission and the spectral signature. The resonators filter incoming light according to the transmission. Changing the mirror spacing in a resonator, as described in this section, results in a different transmission profile, and hence a new measurement. Our filters vary with time because the Fabry-Perot resonators modulate their mirror spacing to produce different measurements. Alternatively, the filters can vary in space; a cluster or "superpixel" of filters can provide measurements of one area, enabling snapshot hyperspectral imaging. The superpixel approach trades a loss of spatial resolution for a gain in temporal resolution (snapshot imaging).
In a Fabry-Perot resonator, two partially reflective mirrors create constructive and destructive interferences at periodic wavelengths. Piezo-controlled actuators control the precise spacing between the mirrors, with response rates of hundreds of Hertz. Let R be the reflectivity of both mirrors in the Fabry-Perot resonator. The finesse
Let n be the refractive index of the material between the mirrors, d be the distance between the mirrors, θ be the angle of incidence of light, and λ be the wavelength of light. The optical thickness δ is
The transmission of the Fabry-Perot resonator depends on d and λ. For the ith measurement, we set the mirror spacing to be d i . The transmission profile of the ith measurement is
The transmission matrix T consists of the transmission profiles from all measurements. Each of the M rows represent one measurement, and each of the B columns signify a different wavelength:
The matrix W relates the spectral signal x i,j and its wavelet coefficientsx i,j , as described in Eq. (1). The matrix A combines the transmission and wavelet transforms:
y denotes the tensor of measurements of size X × Y × M . y i,j is the measurement at pixel (i, j), and it is a vector of length M . The matrix A relates the measurements and the wavelet coefficients of the spectral signal:
A more realistic model is to add noise to the measurements:
where n is a tensor of size X × Y × M . For example, the entries of n may be independent and identically distributed Gaussian random variables.
This model reduces the original hyperspectral data cube of size X × Y × B into a smaller data cube of size X × Y × M . For each pixel, we take M measurements to reconstruct B bands, for a compression ratio of B/M , where M < B.
Inverse problem formulation
Our goal is to reconstruct a spectral signal with B bands from M measurements, where B < M . To solve this underdetermined system, we constrain the spectral signal to be sparse with a wavelet representation, according to Eq. (1). A penalized least-squares formulation matches the measurement y i,j with the model Ax i,j while minimizing the L 1 norm of the wavelet coefficientsx i,j :
To solve for the full hyperspectral image, we sum over all pixels:
This optimization can be performed in parallel, where each pixel is treated independently, but it does not account for relations between pixels. In natural images, pixels vary smoothly in space and wavelength. Pixel differences quantify smoothness in each dimension:
and
The total variation term measures the pixel differences over the entire image:
where
We add the total variation term to the penalized least-squares problem:
In our formulation, we minimize the L 1 norm in the wavelet domain and the total variation in the hyperspectral image domain. Since we combine elements of compressive sensing and total variation, we use the abbreviation "CSTV" for our algorithm.
Alternating direction method of multipliers
The alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) breaks the objective into more tractable sub-problems. It combines dual decomposition and the augmented Lagragian 13 to solve equality constraints in convex analysis. To solve (16), we write the augmented Lagrangian as
where {p i,j : 1 ≤ i ≤ X, 1 ≤ j ≤ Y } are dual variables, η > 0 is a penalty term, and ·, · denotes an inner product. If a and b ∈ R N ,
where the subscript i indicates the ith element of a vector. ADMM updates the variables iteratively, in an alternating order:
where the superscript n denotes the nth iteration. We can simplify the expressions for the updates:
The updates forx i,j and p i,j are independent of other pixels and can be calculated in parallel. These updates can be calculated by convex solvers and proximal algorithms. 14, 15 Appendix A derives a simplification of the expression for the update of the hyperspectral image x. Algorithm 1 summarizes the procedure. Algorithm 1 CSTV: Reconstruction for compressive hyperspectral imaging using total variation minimization 1: Inputs:
1. Measured compressed hyperspectral data y 2. Parameters β and η, and total variation weights α x , α y , α λ 3. Measurement model A
2:
Reconstruct each pixel of x independently according to Eqs. (1) and (10) . Set x 0 to the initial reconstruction. Set x −1 so that all entries are greater than compared to the initial reconstruction. 
7:
Update x n+1 according to Eq. (23).
8:
Update p n+1 i,j for each (i, j) according to Eq. (21).
9:
n ← n + 1 10: end while 11: x ← x n 12: Output: The hyperspectral image x.
RESULTS
The Indian Pines dataset is a hyperspectral image over the Purdue University agronomy farm in West Lafayette, Indiana. 16 The 145 × 145 image consists of B = 220 bands, as measured by the Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS), for a data cube of size 145 × 145 × 220. Figure 2 displays the Indian Pines scene, labeled by crops or materials. Table 2 describes each class label and provides an example pixel location on the 145 × 145 image of each class. Later we plot example spectra from each class based on these pixel locations. Figure 3 shows transmission plots of the Fabry-Perot resonators at four mirror spacings. The Fabry-Perot mirror reflectivity is R = 0.8, and the mirror spacings range from 2 µm to 32 µm. Wavelengths vary from 0.4 µm to 2.5 µm in the Indian Pines dataset. Figure 4 plots the transmission over all mirror spacings and wavelengths simulated in this paper. The matrix T from Eq. (5) contains these transmissions. We simulate a measurement on one pixel by computing an inner product between the transmission and spectral signature. The resonator filters incoming light according to the transmission. To produce M = 160 measurements per pixel, we vary the mirror spacing for each measurement, which results in different transmission profiles. With B = 220, the compression ratio is 1.4. Hence, the measured data cube y has size 145 × 145 × 160. Our goal is to recover the original hyperspectral data cube of size 145 × 145 × 220 from the measured data cube.
To test our algorithm's robustness to noise, we add noise to each measurement, as described by Eq. (8) . The noise tensor n has distribution n i,j ∼ N (µ = 0, σ = 3) (25) Stone-steel towers (12, 46) where N (µ, σ) is a normal distribution with mean µ and standard deviation σ, and n i,j for 1 ≤ i ≤ X and 1 ≤ j ≤ Y are independent and identically distributed, and they share the same units as the data. Note the hyperspectral data represents radiance values with units of W cm 2 nm sr .
We set the L 1 weight β = 1 and the penalty parameter η = 10. For the total variation weights, α x = 0.1, α y = 0.1, α λ = 3. The wavelet transform W from Eq. (1) represents the Daubechies 8 (db8) wavelet coefficients. We run our proposed Algorithm 1 until it converges, as plotted in Fig. 5 . Figure 6 compares ground truth, the initial reconstruction, and the reconstruction using the proposed Algorithm 1 ("CSTV"). We plot spectral signatures from selected pixels for each class from the Indian Pines dataset; Table 2 lists the class descriptions and pixel locations of each class plotted here. For the initial reconstruction, we solve a penalized least squares problem as described by Eq. (10) for each pixel independently. Our proposed algorithm, labeled as "CSTV," combines compressive sensing and total variation to produce a more accurate and noise-robust reconstruction, as shown by the magenta line. Figure 7 compares spectral images from ground truth, the reconstruction from the proposed Algorithm 1 ("CSTV"), and the initial reconstruction. We display the 145 × 145 Indian Pines scene at selected bands from the 0.4 µm-2.5 µm range of the dataset. Compared to the initial reconstruction, our proposed algorithm produces more accurate and noise-robust reconstructions. The total variation term constrains each pixel to be similar to its neighbors in space and wavelength, so the algorithm converges to a more physically meaningful solution.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a reconstruction algorithm for hyperspectral images encoded by spectral modulators. The hyperspectral imager takes fewer measurements than the number of bands in a spectral signal using principles of compressive sensing. To solve this underdetermined problem, we constrain the spectral signal to be sparse Table 2 . Each pixel of the 145 × 145 scene represents B = 220 bands, for a data cube of size 145 × 145 × 220. We will take M measurements per pixel, where M < B, and reconstruct the original B bands.
in its wavelet coefficients. Our algorithm also constrains pixels to be similar to their neighbors in space and wavelength, as natural images tend to vary smoothly. It combines L 1 minimization in the wavelet domain to enforce sparsity and total variation in the image domain for smoothness. The alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) simplifies the optimization procedure. Our algorithm constrains encoded, compressed hyperspectral images to be smooth in their reconstruction and increases robustness to noise. We have simulated a hyperspectral imager consisting of Fabry-Perot resonators on top of a focal plane array. Our goal is to reconstruct the original hyperspectral data cube of size 145 × 145 × 220 from measurements of size 145 × 145 × 160, for a compression ratio of 1.4 per pixel. As a reference, we reconstruct each pixel independently using a penalized least-squares formulation. The compression ratio and the simulated noise results in a grainy image where the underlying scene can be hard to distinguish. In contrast, our algorithm converges to a more physically meaningful solution because it constrains each pixel to be similar to its neighbors in space and wavelength. This work improves the reconstruction of hyperspectral images from encoded, multiplexed, and sparse measurements.
APPENDIX A. SIMPLIFYING THE UPDATE OF THE HYPERSPECTRAL IMAGE
In this section, we simplify the expression of the update for the hyperspectral image x:
The inner product term can be further simplified: Comparison of ground truth, the initial reconstruction, and the reconstruction using the proposed Algorithm 1 ("CSTV"). We plot spectral signatures from selected pixels for each class from the Indian Pines dataset; Table 2 lists the class descriptions and pixel locations of each class plotted here. Our goal is to reconstruct the hyperspectral data cube of size 145 × 145 × 220 from the measured data cube of size 145 × 145 × 160. For the initial reconstruction, we solve a penalized least squares problem as described by Eq. (10) for each pixel independently. Our proposed algorithm, labeled as "CSTV," combines compressive sensing and total variation to produce a more accurate and noise-robust reconstruction, as shown by the magenta line. 
Hence, the update for x becomes
